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A cellular automaton which consists of finite cells can be considered as a finite 
automaton if we supply input sequences to a specific cell of it. As one of such 
devices, we formulate a "one-dimensional binary cellular acceptor (abbreviated by 
lbca" which is a finite automaton over the alphabet {0, 1 / such that its state is an 
element of {0, 1 }" for a positive integer n, and its state transition function is deter- 
mined by a given local mapping a: {0, i} 3--~ {0, 1}. A current state b~b2 ... b. of 
1 bca, (bl ..... b. C { O, 1 }), is changed to the next state a(Ob 1 b 2) "'" a(b._ i b~ a) by an 
input (a @ {0, 1}). 
We consider the following problem: "Does there exist a regular set U over the 
alphabet {0, 1 } which cannot be accepted by any lbca?" We solve this problem in 
the affirmative. 
INTRODUCTION 
For  cellular automata and iterative automata, many studies have been 
done on language accepting powers of them (see, for instance, Smith, 1970, 
1976). 
A cellular automaton is determined by a "cell space" and identical finite 
state automata which are laid on cells and uniformly interconnected in a cell 
space. 
A cell space can be regarded as a connected irected graph such that, for 
every vertex ~, the same number of arcs lead into ~. For  a vertex ~, an 
initial vertex of an arc leading into ~ is called a "neighbour" of a, and the 
set consisting of all neighbours of ~ and ~ itself is denoted by U(~). A 
cellular automaton determined by a finite automaton A and a cell space C is 
a system in which A is laid on each vertex of C and the state transition of A 
on a vertex is as follows: the next state is decided by current state of all 
automata on vertices contained in U(~). That is, if Q is the set of states of A, 
and l is the number of neighbor of a vertex, then the state transition function 
a o fA  (a local mapping) is a mapping from Qt+l  to Q, where the mapping a 
is subject to the restriction a(q  o, qo ..... qo) = qo for distinguished element q0 
in Q (called "the quiescent state"). 
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Now consider a finite connected subgraph C' of C. Let S be a set of all 
vertices of C not contained in C'. Choose an element ~0 of S which is a 
neighbour of a certain vertex of C'. I f  we externally set at each step the state 
of the automaton at ~o, and keep the state of all automata t vertices in 
S - {~0} quiescent, then the automaton at ~0 becomes an input device of this 
system and we can regard the system as a finite automaton, specifying an 
initial configuration and accepting configurations. The input alphabet of this 
finite automaton is the set of states of the automaton A. We call such a finite 
automaton a "finite cellular acceptor" obtained by C. 
Tesselation automata and iterative automata may be employed as 
language accepting devices. In tesselation automata, an external input 
sequence is distributed to each cell, and the acceptance of input is defined in 
some way--e.g., by any nonquiescent cell going into an accepting state. On 
the other hand, in iterative automata, an external input is given to a 
distinguished cell and is accepted when the state of it goes into an accepting 
states. (For more details, see Yamada and Amoroso (1969), and Cole 
(1969). See also Smith (1971), for related subjects.) In our finite cellular 
acceptor, an input is given to a distinguished cell as a sequence of states and 
accepted when a configuration of its cellular space goes into an accepting 
one.  
Next, for a cell space C and a positive integer k, we consider a family 
F(C, k) of all finite cellular acceptors obtained by C in which finite automata 
of k states are laid on vertices. Thus, a finite cellular acceptor in F(C, k) is 
determined by the following: 
(1) a finite connected subgraph C' of C, 
(2) a k-state automaton A and a distinguished state q0 of A as a 
quiescent state, 
(3) a vertex ~0 of C such that ~o is not in C' and ~o is a neighbour of 
a certain vertex of C' (a state of the automaton A laid on ~0 is served as an 
input to the finite cellular acceptor), 
(4) a local mapping, 
(5) an initial configuration, 
(6) accepting configurations. 
F(C, k) is said to be complete if the family of all regular sets accepted by 
automata in F(C, k) coincides with the family of all regular set over k- 
symbol alphabets. 
For each k, does there exists C such that F(C, k) is complete? In case 
k = 1, obviously, there does not exist such a cell space C. But in case k >~ 2, 
if there does not exist such a cell C for some k, it would be awfully difficult 
to prove that. We believe that, in general, to prove incompleteness of F(C, k) 
will be very difficult even for fixed C. 
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FIG. 1. A cell space C o . 
In this article, we prove that F(C0, 2) is not complete for a cell space Co 
in which the set of vertices is the set of all integers and the neighbours of 
each integer z are z - 1 and z + 1 (see Fig. 1). 
A finite cellular acceptor in F(Co, 2), called a "one-dimensional binary 
cellular acceptor (abbreviated by lbca)," is regarded as a finite automaton 
over the alphabet {0, 1} such that its state is an element of {0, 1}" for a 
positive integer n, and its state transition function is determined by a given 
local mapping a: {0, 1 }" -~ {0, 1 }. The transition of its state is as follows: Let 
a current state of lbca be bib 2 ... b,, where b I ..... b, is in {0, 1} and n)  1. 
By an input a in {0, 1 }, the next state becomes a(Oblb2) ... e(b,_ lb,  a ). Note 
that 0 is a quiescent state of C 0, and an input is supposed to be supplied 
from the right end. 
1. PREL IMINARY 
For convenience, the set {0, 1} is denoted by B. a, b, c, d, e (with primes 
or indices) represent arbitrary elements of B, e represents the empty word 
over B, and x, y, z (with indices) represent arbitrary elements of B*,  where 
B* is the set of all words over B. 
DEFINITION 1 (local mapping). A local mapping is a mapping of B 3 to 
B. For a local mapping a: B3~B,  a mapping d:B* ×B~B*  is defined as 
follows: 
d(e, a) = e, 6(a, b) = a(Oab), 6(xab, e) = d(xa, b) o(abc). 
o" is extended over B* × B* as follows: 
~(x, e) = x, ~(x, ya) = ff(d(x, y), a). 
DEFINITION 2 (lbpca). (1) One-dimensional binary pseudo cellular 
acceptor (abbreviated as lbpca) is a system S = (n, a), where 
(i) n is a positive integer, which is called the length of S; 
(ii) o is a local mapping satisfying or(000)= 0, which is called the 
local mapping of S. 
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(2) For a lbpca S --- (n, tr), each element of B" is called a state of S 
and B" is denoted by Q, when considered as the set of all states. 
The mapping ~: B * × B * ~ B* gives the (global) state transition function of 
S when it is restricted over Q, × B*, where B* is the set of input sequences. 
(See Fig. 2, for an example when n = 4.) 
0 
- -~0  
0010 
0110 
o111 
a b c °'134 
OOO 0 
OOl  1 
010  1 
O l l  o 
iOO o 
i01  0 
l lO  0 
i i i  1 b 
FIG. 2. An example of lbpca. (a) State transition of (4, o134). (b) A local mapping 0"i34. 
(See Section 3, as to a number of a local mapping.) 
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Thus, in a lbpca S = (n,a), ff is the global state transition function: 
Qn × B* ~ Qn. If S starts in initial configuration q ~ Qn and reads an input 
sequence ala 2 ... a k then S enters a configuration 
~(q, ala2 ... ak) = d(... (d(ff(q, al) , a2) ..... ak). 
DEFINITION 3 (lbca). (1) One-dimensional binary cellular acceptor 
(abbreviated as lbca) is a system M = (n, a, q , ,  F) where (n, a) is a lbpca, 
q,  is an element of Qn, and F is a subset of Qn. q,  is called the initial state 
of M and each element of F is called an accepting state of M. 
(2) For a lbca M=(n,a ,q , ,F ) ,  the set {x@B* l~(q , ,x )~F  I is 
called the set accepted by M and denoted by T(M). 
DEFINITION 4 (Completeness of a family of finite automata). A family 
of finite automata whose input alphabet is X is said to be complete if for 
each regular set R over X there exists an automaton M in @ such that M 
accepts R. If t/, is not complete, ~ is said to be incomplete. 
Now, our problem is to determine whether the family of all lbca's is 
complete or not. Our result is stated as the following theorem. 
THEOREM. The family of all lbca's is incomplete. 
2. THE MAIN LEMMA 
If we get a "good" necessary condition on a regular set accepted by a 
lbca using a for each local mapping a, it would be easy to show that the 
family of lbca's is incomplete. But it is difficult to find such a "good" 
condition for each a, although it is easy for some a. 
Assume that Z 1 is the set of local mappings for which some "good" 
necessary conditions of accepted sets are obtained, and 272 is all the 
remainder. 
Under this assumption, the next lemma gives the way to construct whole 
proofs. In the following, the set of all local mappings is denoted by 27, the 
length of a word x C B* is denoted by Ix t and the number of elements of a 
finite set Q is denoted by I QI. 
LEMMA 1 (Main lemma). Let Z 1 be a subset of 27 and 2; 2 be the 
complement of S 1 relative to 2J (272 = 22-271). Suppose that the following 
two statements hold: 
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(1) The family of all lbca's using local mappings in 271 is incomplete. 
(2) For any a in 272, there exists a nonempty subset A~ of B* 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) (¥x, ¥y~h~)  Ixl=lYl. 
(ii) Let l~, be the length of elements of A~. Then for an arbitrary 
integer n which is greater than 2l~ and for an arbitrary state q of lbpca 
(n, or), there exist z 1E A~ and z 2 C B t~ -- A~ such that ~(q, Zl) : 6(q, Zz). (It 
should be noted that l~ 4= 0.) 
of all lbca's is incomplete. 
for each positive integer l, there exists a subset L t of B* 
Then the family 
Proof. First, 
such that 
(i) 
(ii) 
(Vx ~ LI) Ix[ = 2l. 
For any finite automaton M having l or less states, T(M) n B zt 4= 
Ll, where T(M) stands for the set accepted by M. 
For the proof of this fact, let L t={x~B* l lx=2 l ,#~(x)  l= l} ,  and 
consider a right congruence relation R over B* such that, denoting the 
equivalence class of a word x in B* by [x]R, x G L t implies [x]R cL  t. Then, 
for all x, y in B*, xRy A #l(X) <~ l A Ixl = lyl ~< l + #l(x)  clearly implies 
#1(x) = #~(y), and hence the number of equivalence classes for R is at least 
l + 1. So the above fact is obvious by Nerode's theorem (see, e.g., Hopcroft 
and Ullman, 1979, Ex. 3.26c). 
Next, let r= max{/all o E27} and l=  2 2r. Let L be a regular set over B 
which cannot be accepted by any lbca using a local mapping in 271. We 
show that, assuming z~ 2 = {Gil , 0"i2 ..... (Tik}, the set 
R : (B  2l • Ao." A~ri2 "'" A,~i,~L)UL t 
is a regular set which can not be accepted by any lbca, where L~ is a subset 
of B* mentioned above. 
Suppose that M = (n, or, q , ,  F) is a lbca which accepts R. We shall show 
a contradiction. 
1. The case of n<~ 2r. Since T(M)=R,  we have T(M)NBZt=Lt  and 
the number of state of M is less than or equal to l = 2 2r. This contradicts to 
the above fact. 
2. The case of n > 2r. 
2-1. The case of crCL'l. Let R'=Bl t .A~, : . .A~I  k and take an 
x C R' arbitrarily. Now, for ql = a(q. ,  x), we take a lbca M' = (n, or, ql, F). 
l #~(x) represents the number of l 's  occuring in x. 
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Since M '  cannot accept L, at least one of the following two statements must 
hold: 
(i) (3yEL)~(q l ,y )~F .  
(ii) (~yq~L)d(q l ,y )CF .  
If (i) holds then xy ~ R and d(q, ,  xy)q~ F. If (ii) holds then xy q~ R and 
d(q,,  xy) C F. Thus, in either case, M cannot accept R. 
2-2. The case of a E 222. Assuming a = a u, let x C B 21 • Aoj ... Aoij, 
(where j '  = j - -  1), and a yCAou,,. . .Aoi~ • L (where J "  = j+ 1). From the 
la assumption (2), for ql =d(q , ,x ) ,  there exist z I C Aou and z 2 C B -Ao i  j 
such that o'(q~, zl) = ff(ql, z2). Then d(q , ,  xz ly  ) = if(q,, xz2y) C F holds. 
Hence we have xz2yCR because of T(M)=R,  and contradicts the 
definition of R. II 
3. THE (SEMI-)MONOTONIC SET AND PREFIX FREE SET 
22 2 (4a+2b+c) • a(abc) 2 to In the sequel, we assign a number n~---- a,v,c~B 
each local mapping a. For a local mapping a, if n~ = i then the a is denoted 
by a i. In the following, for a ~ B, ff stands for l - a. 
In this section was treat local mappings such that some "good" necessary 
condition of sets accepted by lbca's using them can be easily obtained~ 
DEFINITION 5. A local mapping a which satisfies the following 
conditions a, fl, y, 6, and e said to be of a-kind, fl-kind, 7-kind, 6-kind, and e- 
kind, respectively, 
a: a(aOc) = 0 or a(a lb)= 1, 
fl: a(Oab)=O, 
7: a(abc) = i fa + b + c/> 2then I else0, 
6: a(abO)¢a(abl) ,  
e: a(abc) = ua @ vb @ we, 
where @ stands for the "logical exclusive or" (assuming that 0 is false and 1 
is true) and u, v, and w are constants. 
DEFINITION 6. The set of all local mappings of a-, fl-, 7-, c~-, or e-kind is 
denoted by S 1 and Z ' -  L: 1 is denoted by 222. 
Next we define monotonic sets, semi-monotonic sets, and prefix free sets 
and show that 
2 This notation represents the number of all 2 C4a÷2b+C~ . a(abc). 22 and • should not be 
confused with the set of local mappings and a concatenation operator, respectively. 
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(1) Regular sets accepted by lbca's using local mappings of a-, fl-, or 
v-kind are semi-monotonic. 
(2) Regular sets accepted by lbca's using local mappings of b-kind 
are prefix free. 
(3) 0"60 is the only e-kind mapping which is not of a-, fl-, Y-, or g-kind. 
Regular sets accepted by lbca's using local mapping 0"60 are prefix free. 
DEFINITION 7 (monotonic set). Monotonic sets are defined as follows: 
(1) 4, 3 {e}, {0}, 11}, 0", 1", and B* are monotonic. 
(2) If U is monotonic, then for each a~B,  aU and a*dU are 
monotonic. 
(3) All monotonic sets are given by (1) and (2). 
DEFINITION 8 (semi-monotonic set). A semi-monotonic set is the union 
of a finite number of monotonic sets. 
DEFINITION 9 (prefix free set). A regular set L of X* for some alphabet 
X is said to be prefix free if it satisfies the condition 
L =(, v 
First, we treat local mappings of a-, fl-, v-kind. For this purpose we need 
the concept of non-invertible automata. 
DEFINITION 10 (non-invertibility). The lbpca (n,a) is said to be non- 
invertible if and only if for all q, q' ~ Qn 
((3a C B) d(q, a) = q' A q 4: q') implies (Vx @ B*) d(q', x) 4= q. 
DEFINITION 11 (strong non-invertibility). A lbpca (n,a) is said to be 
strongly non-invertible if and only if the following two conditions holds: 
(i) (n,a) is non-invertible. 
(ii) (Vq E Qn)(Va E B)(~(q, a) = q implies d(q, d) = q). 
PROPOSITION 1. For a lbca M = (n, a, q . ,  F), if (n, 0.) is non-invertible, 
then T(M) is semi-monotonic. 
Proof. Suppose that (n, 0.) is non-invertible. For all q,q 'E  Q, let 
t(q, q') = {x C B* Id(q, x) = q' }. It is sufficient o show that t(q, q') is semi- 
3 ~ represents the empty set. 
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monotonic. For q and q',  we call a sequence q0, ql ..... q~ in Q, a chain of 
length k from q to q' if it satisfies the following conditions. 
(i) For all i=0 ,  1 ..... k -  1, qi4: qi+l holds. 
(ii) There exists a sequence a l ,a  2 ..... a k in B such that for all 
i=0 ,  1 ..... k -  1, 6(q i ,a i+ l )=qi+l  holds. 
(iii) q0=q andqk=q' .  
If t(q, q')  = 0, then it is monotonic. We consider the case of t(q, q') ~ O. In 
this case, there exists a chain from q to q' and the number of all chains from 
q to q' is finite. Thus, there exists the longest chain from q to q'. Let the 
length of the longest chain be denoted by eh(q,q'). Then the semi- 
monotonicity of t(q,q')  is easily obtained by the mathematical induction 
w.r.t, eh(q,q'). 1 
For a-, fl-, and y-mappings, we obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Every lbca using an a-, fl-, or y-kind mapping is non- 
invertible. 
Proof. Let S = (n, ~) be a lbpca using a local mapping ~. 
First, suppose that ~ is an a-kind mapping. If  a(aOb)=O, then 
6(ala z ... a , ,b)=a'~a~ ... a' n implies ai>~a ~ for all i=  1 ..... n. Similarly, if 
a(a lb )= l  then d(a la2 . . .an ,b )=a~a~. . .a '  ~ implies ai<,a i for all 
i = 1 ..... n. Thus the lbpca (n, e) is non-invertible. 
Second, suppose that a is a/?-kind mapping. Then S is non-invertible from 
the fact that S is non-invertible if and only if every strongly connected subset 
Q of Q, under S consists of just one state and that if a subset Q of Q~ is 
strongly connected under S then Q = I0 n }. 
Finally, suppose that cr is a y-kind mapping and S is not noninvertible. By 
invertibility, there exist a sequence qo,ql ..... qr in Q, and a sequence 
ao,al , . . . ,a r in B such that 
(1) if i :/:j then qi :/: qj; 
(2) d(qt ,a i )=qj+l  for all i=0 ,  1 , . . . , r -  1; 
(3) 6(qr, ar) = q0; 
(4) there exists an x CB* ,  a sequence Yo,Ya,...,Yr in B*, and a 
sequence bo,b ~ ..... br such that bo=0,  b~=l ,  and qi=xbly~ for all 
i = 0, 1 ..... r. By the definition of y-kindness, x = x '  1 holds for some x' .  Thus 
q~=x' l l y  and hence bi= 1 for all i=2  ..... r because of a ( l l c )= 1. Then 
qo = d(qr, a~)= o'(x' l  lye, ar )=x lz  holds for some z, but it contradicts to 
qo = xOYo" | 
For cS-kind mappings, the following result holds. 
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LEMMA 3. For all 6-kind mappings a and for  all p, q E Q, there exists 
an xEB*  such that d (p ,x )=q A Ixl ~< 2n. Hence every lbpca using a cL 
kind mapping is strongly connected. 
Proof Let a be a 6-kind mapping, n be a positive integer, and q be an 
element of Qn. Then the lemma is directly derived from the following facts: 
(1) There exists an x~B*  such that g(O" ,x )=q and Ix ~n.  
(2) There exists a y C B* such that ~(q,y) = On and I Y l ~< n. 
For (1), let Q~°)=-{O"}, Q(1)={On-ll}, and Q~i+~)={d(q,a) ]qE 
Q~i ) ,aCB} for i=  1 ..... n -1 .  Then, it is sufficient to show that Q" )= 
{a,a,_  l ... a l la i=  1, (Vj > i )a j=  0} holds for all i=  1 ..... n, and this can be 
easily verified by mathematical induction w.r.t. i .  
Next, we show (2) by mathematical induction w.r.t.n. 
If n = 1, then (2) trivially holds. Suppose that, for an n/> 1, (2) holds. Let 
q be an arbitrary state in Qn+l. We take q 'EQn and aEB such that 
q = q'a. For q" = ff(q', a), there exists ay  = a I ... a k (where k ~< n) such that 
d(q" ,y)  = O n because of the inductive assumption. Let qo =q ' ,  ao =a,  and 
qi+l = a(qi, ai) for all i = 0 ..... k. Then, by considering ~(c~c2b ) ~ d(clczb), 
it is clear that there exists a z = b o ... b k such that d(qiai, bi) = qi+ lai+ l for 
all i = 0,..., k -  1 and ff(qkak, bk) = qk+~O (= O"+1). For the z, immediately 
we have that d(q, z) = o n+l and Izl ~ n + 1. Thus the statement (2) holds for 
n+l .  II 
As for e-kind mappings a(abc) = ua Q vb 0 we, it is clear that if w = 1 
then a is of 6-kind; else if u = 0 then a is of a-kind; else if v = 0 then a is of 
fl-kind. 
So, in the next lemma we treat a60 , which is the only e-kind mapping not 
of a-, fl-, 7-, or cLkind. 
LEMMA 4. Every lbpca using e6o is semi-strongly connected. 
Proof. Le tabea6o.  Notethata(abe)=aOb.  Forq ,  q 'CB* , le tq~ q, 
stand for d(q, a )= q' and q~*  q' stand for ~(q, x )= q' for some x. The 
following holds. 
(i) qa ~ * qff implies qd ~*  qa. 
First, assuming this statement (i), we prove the following statement (ii) by 
mathematical induction w.r.t, n (>/0). 
(ii) p ~*  q implies q ~*p  for all p, q @ B n. 
For n = 0, (ii) trivially holds. Suppose that for an n (ii) holds. Let p and q be 
arbitrary elements of Qn+l and suppose p-~*q .  We take p ' ,  q '~  Q and 
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a, b ~ B such that p =p 'a  and q = q'b. Then clearly p '  ~*  q' and hence, by 
inductive assumption, q' ~*p ' .  Assume that q ~*p  does not hold. Then we 
have q -- q'b ~*  p '&  and hence p'a  ~*  p' f f  holds, because of p ~*  q. Then, 
by (i), we have p 'd~*p 'a .  Thus we have q~*p,  which contradicts to the 
assumption. 
Next we show (i). For q -- e, (i) holds trivially since a ~*  b implies b = a. 
Now suppose that qa ~*  qff holds for some q = xb, and a. That is, there 
exists a sequence Xo,X 1 .... , x  k in B*, a sequence bo,b I ..... b k in B and a 
sequence ao, a l ,..., a k in B such that qa = x o b o a o, Xkb k a k --* q& and x ib ia  i --+ 
xi+ibi+~ai+ ~ holds for all i=0  ..... k -1 .  Then for these sequences, by 
considering a ® b = a @/), we have Xkbkd k~ qa and x ib ia  i --~ Xi + 1 hi+ I ai + 1 
for all i = 0 ..... k - 1. Thus qd~* qa holds and we obtain the lemma. II 
By Lemma 2 and Proposition 1, each set accepted by a lbca using a-, fl-, 
or 7-kind mapping is semi-monotonic. 
Whi le,  every lbca using a g-kind mapping or a60 is (semi-)strongly 
connected and hence each set accepted by a lbca using a 0-kind mapping or 
a6o is prefix free. 
Now, for instance, we take L = (1 + 00)*, For x=01 no y satisfies 
xy ~ L and hence L is not prefix free. Moreover, L is not semi-monotonic. 
Because, suppose that L is semi-monotonic, that is, L is the union of a finite 
number of sets expressed as Xoa~*6~x~a2*d~x 2 ... Xk_~ak*6~xkU (where U 
is one of /e}, {0}, 0", i*, and B*). U is neither in B* nor 0* and each of 
a~, a 2 ..... a k must be identical to 1 since every element of L contains an even 
number of O's. Thus there exists an upper bound for the number of O's 
occurring in elements of L. Clearly it is a contradiction. 
Thus, 22~ satisfies condition (1) stated in Lemma 1. 
4. THE LEMMA FOR X 2 
In this section, we show that Z 2 satisfies condition (2) stated in Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 5. For any ~ in X 2, there exists a nonempty subset A .  o f  B* 
satisfying the fol lowing conditions: 
(i) (Vx, VyCA) lx l=[y  I. 
(ii) Let  l~ be the length of  elements o f  A~. Then fo r  an arbitrary 
integer n which is greater than 2l~ and fo r  an arbitrary state q of  lbpca 
(n, ~r), there exist z I C A~ and z z C B l° - A~ such that if(q, Zl) = if(q, zz). (It 
should be noted that l~ 4: 0.) 
To prove Lemma 5, it is sufficient to show an instance of Ao for each 
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a E 272 which satisfies the condition stated in the lemma. It is not hard to 
find such instances of Ao. An outline of our heuristic process to find such an 
instance is as follows: 
First, for each local mapping a in '~2, we find a length mo and for each 
element u ~ B m°, we find a list u-y l / z l  V y2/z2 V ... V yk/z k (where Yi and 
z i are elements of B*) satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) for all i=  1 ..... k, ly, l=lz, I andyi:C=zi; 
(ii) for each x CB*,  there exists a pair y~/z~ in the list satisfying 
Ixul > 2 ly;I (--2 Izel) implies d(xu, yi) = d(xu, zi). 
For example, for 0"134 and m~ = 3 we obtained the following lists: 
000 - - -  111/110 
100 - - -  00/11 V 0111/0110 
001- - -  10/11 
101 - - -  100/111 V 10110/10111 
010 - - -  0 /1  
110 - - -  0/1 
011 - - -  000/011 V O0110/00111 
111 - - -  00 /01  
In the above list, the second list 100-00/11 V0111/0110, for example, 
means that for each x EB*  either d(xl00, 00)=g(x l00 ,  I1) or g(xl00, 
0110)=5(x100,0111) holds. Indeed, d(yOlOO, OO)=5(yOlO0,11), and 
d(y1100, 0110) = d(y1100, 0111) for each y @ B*. 
Next, from these lists for each a E S 2, we find an instance Ao and a length 
I, such that 
(i) for each pair yi/zi in each list, there exists a w E B* such that 
yiw~A,~ and z iwf iA  o, and 
(ii) all elements of A,  have the same length lo. 
Clearly the A,  found above satisfy the conditions which are given in 
Lemma 5. 
For example, from the above lists, we found Ao134 = {00000, 00110, 01111, 
10000, 10010, 10110, 11100}. 
In the following we show an instance of A,  for each a~222 , where 
i - .  x l \x2\ . . . \x n stands for A~i = {x I ..... x.} and i - -  x stands for A~= {x}. 
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2~ 11, 14~ 11, 28~ 00, 44~ 10, 50~ 10, 
52 ~ 10, 56 ~ 00, 62 ~ 10, 124 ~ 10, 188 ~ 00, 
194~ 10, 242~ 10, 244~ 11, 248 ~ 00, 6~ 1111, 
10~ 111, 18 ~ 00\11, 20~ 00\11, 24 ~ 00\11, 
30~00\11, 34~ 11, 36~00\11, 40~00\ l l ,  
46~ 11, 54~ 111, 58~ 111, 66~ 00\11, 78 ~ 00\11, 
92~000, 108~000\111, 114~00\11, 116~ 11, 
120~00\11, 126~00\11, 130~00\11, 142~00\11, 
156 ~ 000, 172 ~ 000, 178 ~ 00\11, 180~ 00\11, 
184 ~ 00, 190 ~ 00\11, 198 ~ 111, 202 ~ 100\111, 
210~00\11, 212~00\11, 216~00\11, 226~00\11, 
228 ~00\I1,  246~ I l l ,  250~ 111, 
22~000\011\101\110, 26~0000\0111\1100\1111, 
38 ~ 000\100\011, 70~ 1111, 
74~0000\0010\0101\1010\1100, 82~000\100\111, 
88~000\011\110, 94~0000\1010\1100\1001, 
98~000\011\110, 100~000\011\111, 
104~000\011\100\111, 110~0000\0110\0101\1010\1100, 
118~000\011\111, 122~000\101\110, 
134~00000\00110\01111\10000\10010\10110\11100, 
138~0000\0101\1010, 146~000\100\111, 
148~000\110\101\011, 152~000\011\110, 
158~000\100\111, 162~000\011\111, 164~000\110\101, 
168 ~ 000, 174 ~ 011\110, 182~ 000\111, 
186 ~ 000\101, 214 ~ 000\001\011\100\111, 
218 ~ 000\011\111, 230~000\100\111, 234 ~ 111, 
42 ~ 111, 84 ~ 000\110\011. 
The above data can be checked "by hand," although we have verified 
these by a computer. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this article, we have succeeded in proving that F(C0, 2) is incomplete. If
we had a good (sufficient) condition for a local mapping a such that if the 
satisfied the condition then an A~ exists, and if we had an algorithm for 
finding an A,, for such o, then it would be easy to prove that F(Co, 2) is 
incomplete. We expect hat such a good condition and an algorithm exist. If 
so, the verification technique may be extended to some other cases, for 
example, to the case of F(C o, 3). 
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